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JULIAN CHARRIÈRE
ON THE SIDEWALK, I HAVE FORGOTTEN THE DINOSAURIA
Opening: Friday, 26 April 4-8 pm
Exhibition: 26 April – 15 June, 2013

DITTRICH & SCHLECHTRIEM is pleased announce 
the second solo-exhibition of Julian Charrière, titled 
On the Sidewalk I Have Forgotten the Dinosauria. The 
exhibition features several new works by the young 
Swiss artist, which illustrate the post-modern ap-
proaches of time-space compression in coexistence 
with the historicity and perception of our environment.

The first work Sedimentation of Floating Worlds is a con-
crete sculpture, which is formed out of stones and sand 
grains from all existing countries in the world. Due to 
today’s logistic capabilities it was achievable to deliver 
the stones and sand-grains within a very short period of 
time to Berlin. The monument provides a contrast to the 
expanding digital space that allows us to explore virtu-
ally almost all territories in the world without limitations. 
Illusions arise due to the loss of connection to the phy-
sical world on which our perception is based on. This 
delusional state is called into question by the presen-
tation of the earthbound substances embodied in the 
sculpture. This leads to the reification of a three-dimen-
sional avatar, representing an abstract world-substance.

Parallel to Sedimentation of Floating Worlds, 195 pho-
tographs of each country of the world will be presented. 
The photos were shot by Charrière’s local acquaintances, 
who made the creation of the work possible – sending 
the stones and sand grains to Berlin. Their images show 
a local view of the country from which each of the parti-
cipants comes from, respectively. Complementary to the 

sculpture the photographs are exhibited on a single wall 
space emphasizing the tension between the objectified 
abstraction and the visual representation of our world.

Some Other Obscure Traces of is the continuation of a 
project commenced in 2012, exhibiting mold-infested 
concrete brick sculptures. The bricks are now inte-
grated in the gallery wall and function as a symbol of 
any domestic wall. The work creates an awareness of 
temporal decay. It is something that eludes our daily 
perception – a slow, domestic decay.  Charrière illust-
rates the ever-present temporality. Some Other Ob-
scure Traces of visualizes and simulates the future of 
temporal corrosion to which everything is subordinated. 
It is an artistic antithesis to archaeological research.
Charrière scrutinizes the phenomena of stored 
time and the existential question of being.

In addition to I Dig Myself Into a Hole, when Charrière 
eponymously dug himself into a hole in Ethiopia he de-
monstrated the metaphor of a life-path, in which every-
one is caught. Now, in Iceland, Charrière switches from 
depth to heights, trying to burn down an iceberg. It is 
surely a Sisyphean task. If he would make it to burn 
down the iceberg, he would destroy himself – it is an 
allegory of our ignorant environmental behavior. Simul-
taneously, in ice as well as in the ground, are stored 
millions of years. This saved time is attacked and eva-
porated. Time is relative, being perceived by everyone 
differently. However, we are all subjected to the natural 
and environmental time frame, whether we like it or not.

The title of the exhibition On the Sidewalk, I Have Forgot-
ten the Dinosauria brings back to mind essential thoughts 
one blanks out in everyday life. We live in a complex sys-
tem, where each object is subordinated to a multi-laye-
red formation and order. There are hidden worlds that will 
become apparent upon a closer look – it is just a matter 
of perspective. It is a call for pluralism of our weary gaze.

Born in 1987, Julian Charrière currently lives and works in 
Berlin. A Meisterschüler of Olafur Eliasson and participant 
of the Institut für Raumexperimente (Institute for Spatial 
Experiments), Charriere has exhibited his works – both 
solo and as a part of Das Numen – at various museums 
and institutions worldwide, including the Schinkel Pavil-
lon and Haus der Kulturen der Welt in Berlin, the Venice 
Biennial and the Museum of Contemporary Art in Tokyo. 


